Geo-Engineering to Combat Warming Gets Renewed Attention
by Gene Fry
	November 21, 2006 - Scientists worry that global temperatures are now rising steadily and the process cannot be stopped merely by cutting carbon emissions.  So, old geo-engineering ideas are receiving serious looks by leading climate experts.
	NASA asked University of Arizona professor Roger Angel to flesh out his idea for a gigantic sunshade in space.  For only $3 trillion, says Angel, a "solar shield" could be made of mirrors that would span 1,200 miles of space, 950,000 miles away from the earth, to block some of the sun, making the earth cooler.  But could they be built in time and launched in sufficient numbers?  Could they stay tilted correctly?
Other scientists, including Paul J. Crutzen of Germany's Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, suggest injecting sulfur into the stratosphere with a vast fleet of airplanes.  The sulfur would reflect warming sunlight back into space, before eventually settling out as acid rain. Tom Wigley, a Briton who is now a senior U.S. government climatologist, estimated that 10 million tons of sulfur would seem to work, but would need to be replenished every year or two, exacerbating acidification.  Crutzen made his proposal in response to a “grossly disappointing international political response.”
	Another idea is to blanket enormous desert areas with plastic sheets to reflect sunlight straight back into space, preventing it from warming the earth.  However, a few good dust storms could dull the giant reflective sheets, requiring a huge cleaning staff.
	Another idea being seriously debated among scientists is to send a fleet of ships into the world's oceans to sow the waves with iron particles.  See BATE October? 2006.  The iron would stimulate massive growth of the sea's myriad tiny plankton, which flourish on a diet of iron.  The plankton would inhale carbon dioxide (CO2).
	But will the plankton die and sink to the ocean floor, or will they be eaten so the CO2 stays near the surface, continuing to acidify the ocean?  Or, they might indeed sink, but be digested at the bottom by bacteria that release megatons of nitrous oxide, a more powerful greenhouse gas that CO2?
Another idea is use ships plying selected ocean regions to seed clouds, which would reflect sunlight back into space.
	Despite the dangers of unintended consequences, preeminent climate scientists now contemplate fast technological fixes for a problem that dwarfs a hurricane. “These ‘geo-engineering’ ideas are something any serious scientist approaches with extreme caution,” NASA earth studies expert James Hansen said.  However, observed Philip Clapp, a veteran campaigner for emissions controls to curb warming, “We are already engaged in an uncontrolled experiment by injecting greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.”
For more information, see, for example, http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/GlobalWarming/story?id=2655729&page=1 and www.cnn.com/2006/TECH/science/11/16/smog.warming.ap/index.html.
